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Abstract—The influence of a solid dielectric barrier on
development of an electrical discharge in air between needle and
plane electrodes is analyzed by means of computer simulations.
The computational model describing formation and propagation
of a streamer in atmospheric air and accounting for charge
transport and trapping on barrier surfaces is presented. The
results of the simulations performed for 5 cm air gap containing
solid barrier (plate) inserted between the needle and plane
electrodes are discussed focusing on discharge dynamics and
associated electric fields.
Keywords—high voltage insulation, gaseous dielectrics, gas
discharge, low temperature plasma, streamer propagation, space
charge, dielectric barrier, surface charge, electric field.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is known that withstand performance of gaseous highvoltage insulation can be enhanced by introducing solid
insulating elements, in particular, dielectric barriers. Such
components being placed between energized electrodes play a
role of mechanical obstacles for electrical discharges
propagating in gas phase and can successfully suppress their
development. Introduction of solid barriers, however, makes
design of gas-insulated high voltage systems more complex.
Moreover, traditionally used semi-empirical design criteria
based on evaluations of breakdown conditions of gases are
hardly applicable for hybrid gas-solid insulation [1]. Therefore,
more fundamental approaches need to be introduced in order to
analyze and predict performance of gaseous dielectric media
containing solid elements.
To evaluate withstand ability of hybrid system,
development of an electrical discharge in gas and its interaction
with solid components needs to be analyzed starting from
inception stage and up to breakdown. As known, gas discharge
is initiated by free electrons which are accelerated in an applied
field and gain energy sufficient to cause impact ionization of
neutral molecules. This process leads to formation of electron
avalanches which may become strong enough (i.e., contain
high number of electrons and ionic species) to induce field
with the magnitude comparable with the external one. If such
threshold in space charge density is reached, an avalanche
transforms into a streamer which is essentially a filamentary
low-temperature plasma channel capable to propagate for long
distances in neutral gas being supported by own field. In air at
atmospheric (and higher) pressure, not too large insulating gaps
(not exceeding few tens of centimeters) and voltages close to
breakdown threshold, discharges appear mostly in form of
streamers. They build up relatively conducting paths between
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energized electrodes thus preceding complete electrical
breakdown. In case of a hybrid system, streamer meets surface
of dielectric and deposits certain amount of charged species on
gas-solid interface thus creating surface charge layer. Further
development is dependent upon nature of solid material and
conditions on its surface (density of traps, their depth, etc.) as
well as in gas in its vicinity. A part of the charge delivered by
streamer can be injected into material bulk and stimulate
intrinsic conduction processes. Remaining charges may move
along the interface being driven by a tangential component of
the field enhanced by deposited surface charges. Depending on
configuration and dimensions of solid insulating element as
well as energy supplied to the discharge channel, streamer can
be terminated or progress further until a conductive path
between electrodes along solid
surface is successfully
completed leading to a breakdown.
Charge transport under strong electric fields has been
studied by means of computer simulations separately for solid
and gas media, see e.g. [2–4] and [5, 6], respectively.
Moreover, attempts have been undertaken to link processes in
gas and on gas-solid interface while treating the latter as
blocking for charge carriers and solid material as an ideal
insulator [7, 8]. It is evident, however, that a consistent
description of the interaction of streamers with solid insulating
surfaces requires simultaneous consideration of charge
transport in both phases. Therefore in the present study,
computer simulations were conducted combining charge
dynamics in a streamer discharge in atmospheric pressure air
with charge transport in the bulk and on the surface of a
floating solid dielectric barrier placed between energized
needle and plane electrodes.
II. THE MODEL
To describe charge transport controlled by electric field in
both materials (gaseous and solid), so-called drift-diffusion (or
hydro-dynamic) approximation is utilized. Within this
approach, charge carriers of each type are treated as charged
fluids and variations of their densities in time and space are
controlled by their drift in the electric filed, diffusion due to
gradients of concentrations, rates of generation and losses. The
set of particular physical processes to be considered and
corresponding rate constants are specific for each material and
are defined by its nature. Mathematically, the transport process
is described by a set of partial differential equations (one for
each type of charge carriers involved) representing
conservation of masses of charged species and continuity of
their fluxes (i.e. currents). These equations are to be coupled

with Poisson’s equations for electric potential which allows for
obtaining electric field distribution needed for calculating local
parameters of the processes.
A. Model of Streamer Discharge in Air
Since kinetics of particular kind of charge carriers is not of
interest, three types of species are considered, namely,
electrons and generic positive and negative ions. The mass
conservation equations are written in terms of densities N, m-3:
∂,, ⁄∂ + ∇ · −,, ,, − ,, ∇,,  = ,,

(1)

Here the subscripts e, p and n represent respectively electrons,
positive ions and negative ions; t stands for time; D is diffusion
coefficient, m2/s. Drift velocity vector is defined as w = µ E,
where µ is the mobility, m2/Vs, and E is the vector of the
electric filed, V/m, obtained from Poisson’s equation
∇ · ε ε ∇  = −  −  −   ,  = – ∇ · 

(2)

Here, V is the electric potential, V; ε0 and εr are permittivity of
vacuum, F/m, and relative permittivity, respectively; q is the
elementary charge, C.
The terms R, m-3s-1, on the right hand side of equations (1)(3) represent net rates of generation/loss of species of particular
type. In the present study, the rates are
 =  ! + "# +  + $ − %## − 
 =  ! +  + $ −  − 

(3)

The values of the parameters used in the model are
summarized in Table 1. Field dependencies of the reduced
ionization and attachment coefficients are presented in Fig. 1.
Drift velocity of electrons as function of electric field is
approximated as we = 3.2·103 (E/N)0.8 , m/s, and the diffusion
coefficient is obtained as De = 7·10-2 + 8·(E/N)0.8 , m2/s (here,
the reduced field E/N is in Td, and N is air density, m-3).
B. Model of Charge Transport in Solid Dielectric Barrier
In the present study, it is assumed that electrons generated
in gas phase are injected into the barrier while reaching its
surface. The process is controlled by local electric field and is
governed by Schottky’s mechanism. Charge injection is
dependent on the direction of the normal component of the
field electric field on the surface. Thus, electrons are injected if
surface field is pointing out of the gas-solid interface and holes
are injected in opposite situation. The density of corresponding
current is calculated using known expression given e.g. in [10]:
23,% = 45 ' exp −ψ3,% /:5exp 

;
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(6)

Here, subscripts c and a represents virtual cathode and anode
(hence indicate alignment of the current with the electric field),
respectively; A = 1.2·106 A/(m2K2) is Richardson’s constant; T
is absolute temperature, K; ψ is the injection energy barrier,
eV; k stands for Boltzmann’s constant.
Once the charges are inside the solid material, they are set
in motion by local fields. The mobility of charge carriers
is approximated as D,$ = DE,$ exp −ψF# ,$ /kT and the

 = %## − "# − 
where R0 represents the rate of background ionization in zerofield limit; Rion = α Ne |we| is the rate of electron impact
ionization (α stands for Townsend’s ionization coefficient, m-1);
Ratt = η Ne |we| is the rate of electron attachment to
electronegative molecules (η is attachment coefficient, m-1);
and Rdet = kdet Ne Nn is the rate of detachment of electron from
negative ions (kdet is detachment coefficient, m3/s). Two types
of recombination are considered, electron-ion and ion-ion, with
the rates Rep = βep Ne Np and Rpn = βpn Np Nn , respectively (β
stands for corresponding recombination coefficient, m3/s).
Ionization of neutral molecules by photons is a process leading
to non-local generation of secondary electrons in gas volume.
It is crucial for streamer development in air since it provides
seeding electrons in front of streamer head. The rate Rph is
obtained by utilizing a differential photo-ionization model [9]
within which it is represented as a sum (4) of solutions of a set
of Helmholtz equations (5):
$ = ∑ $

TABLE I.

PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATIONS
Parameter

D , m2/Vs

Value
2·10-4

 , m s

5.05·10-6

D , m2/Vs

2.2·10-4

 , m2 s-1

5.56·10-6

I , m3 s-1

5·10-14

I , m3 s-1

2.07·10-12

 , m-3 s-1

1.7·109

:"# , m3 s-1

10-18

2 -1

(4)
'

∇' $ r − λ p+,  $ r = −A p+, ' Ir

(5)

Here p+, represents partial pressure of oxygen in air. The
local intensity of generation of photons is a function of
electron impact ionization rate I/ = p0 1 ! ⁄p+, + p0  ,
where p0 is the quenching pressure (60 Torr) and 1 is the
efficiency of generation of photons. Three terms Helmholtz
approximations is used in the present study and the
corresponding coefficients Ai and λi in (5) are taken from [9].

Fig. 1. Reduced ionization α/N and attachment η/N coefficients as functions
of the reduced electric field.

diffusion coefficient can be determined from Einstein’s relation
,$ = kT⁄q D,$ . In the last two expressions, subscripts e and
h represents electrons and holes respectively; µ is band
mobility, m2/Vs; ψst is the energy needed to overcome shallow
traps, eV. Single trap level is considered for the charge carriers.
Hence, the total flux is defined as
L,$ = MNOP,$ P,$ D,$  − ,$ ∇P,$

(7)

where n stands for charge carrier density, m-3, and sign
represents polarity of the charge. Further, the continuity
condition for the total flux can be written as
QP,$ ⁄∂t + ∇ · L,$  = R ,$

(8)

where the term Re,h is the net rate of processes associated with
charge transport. In the analysis, trapping/release in/from local
states and recombination at centers created by deeply trapped
charges are considered. The respective rates for electrons:
'
#C = 5 P 1 − P# ⁄P#  , "#C = U exp−V# ⁄:5  P#
/P# ,
C3 = β$# P P$# ; and for holes #C$ = 5$ P$ 1 − P$# ⁄P$#  ,
'
"#C$ = U exp−V$# ⁄:5  P$#
/P$# , C3$ = β#$ P$ P# . Thus,

the net rates are defined as

 = −C3 − #C + "#C

(9)

$ = −C3$ − #C$ + "#C$
Here: net and nht are densities of trapped electrons and holes;
n0et and n0ht are densities of deep traps for electrons and holes
respectively (assumed to be uniformly distributed); βeht and βeth
are recombination coefficients (mobile electrons – trapped
holes and mobile holes – trapped electrons, respectively); Te
and Th stand for trapping coefficients, s-1; ν is attempt to escape
frequency, s-1; ψet and ψht indicate barrier height for de-trapping
of electrons and holes, eV. The dynamics of filling deep traps
is described by the following equations:
XP# ⁄X = #C − R C3$ − R "#C

(10)

XP# ⁄X = #C$ − R C3 − R "#C$
Similarly to the model of charge transport in gas, the local
charges are coupled to the electric field via Poisson’s equation
∇ · ε ε ∆ = − P$ + P$# − P − P# 

(11)

Note that the space charge in solid phase is determined by
mobile and trapped electrons and holes.
Parameters of the processes in solid material used in the
simulations are presented in Table 2 and correspond to typical
properties of polyethylene.
C. Coupling Between the Two Models
The coupling between charge transport models in two
media is implemented by introducing current conservation
equation at solid surface incorporating different mechanism of
charge transport:
XZF ⁄X = −[F − [E − [\

(12)

Here σS is surface charge density on gas-solid interface, C/m2.
The rate of surface charge accumulation/decay is defined by a
sum of current densities due to surface conduction js and bulk
conduction jb in solid as well as due to conduction through
gaseous phase jg.

TABLE II.

PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATIONS OF CHARGE
TRANSPORT IN SOLID MATERIAL
Parameter

Band mobilities, m2/Vs, electrons / holes

Value

Depths of shallow traps, eV

10-14 / 2⋅10-13
0.05

Recombination coefficients, m3/s, Reht = Reth

6.4⋅10-22

-3

Densities of deep traps, m , electrons / holes
-1

Trapping coefficients, s , electrons / holes
-1

6.3⋅1020
10-1 / 2⋅10-1

Barrier height for de-trapping, eV, electrons / holes

6⋅1012
0.96 / 0.99

Barrier height for injection, eV, electrons / holes

1.27 / 1.16

Material dielectric constant εr

2.3

Attempt-to-escape frequency, s

D. Simulation Conditions and Model Implementation
The presented model was utilized for analyzing streamer
development in needle-plane electrode system containing solid
floating barrier as can be seen in Fig. 2. The needle radius is
0.5 mm and the separation between the electrodes 50 mm. The
barrier with thickness of 1 mm and radius 50 mm is located at a
distance of 1/3 of the inter-electrode gap (7mm) from the
needle tip. A stepped positive voltage of 60 kV is applied to
needle electrode. The plate electrode is grounded. The
dimensionality of the problem was reduced to 2d utilizing axial
symmetry. Boundary conditions for the gas domain at the
electrodes include outflow flux for species reaching metallic
surfaces and zero flux for the carriers flow in opposite
direction. Zero flux condition is provided on the lateral
boundaries. As for the solid barrier, the fluxes of electrons and
holes are defined by (6). Equation (12) is solved on the gassolid interfaces. For Poisson’s equation, Dirichlet conditions
are used specifying potentials for the electrodes as described
above while Neumann condition is applied on external
boundaries.
The set of coupled equations was implemented and solved
in Comsol Multiphysics software using customized logarithmic
formulation. For time stepping, an implicit algorithm based on
backward differential formula was used. The segregation of
variables was utilized by splitting them into three groups.
Iterative solver was employed for solving the model.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Computed evolution of electron density during streamer
initiation and propagation is shown Fig. 2. As the initial
electric field is highest next to the needle electrode, formation
of an electronic cloud is observed here almost immediately
after voltage application. The discharge region expands
towards the cathode (plane) very quickly. At the instant 0.2 ns
when the discharge front approaches the barrier, the peak
density of electrons is ~1015 cm-3. After that, the streamer
channel starts propagating along the surface of the barrier and
charge deposition on the other side (facing to the plane) can
also be observed due to induced field. At 29 ns the expanding
discharge reaches the edge of the barrier. Rather than
continuing growing on the other side of the barrier to the
central axis or following the shortest path to the ground
electrode, the streamer moves practically along the electric
field line and finally bridges the gap at 49 ns.

The electric field distribution at 10 ns is plotted in Fig.3. As
seen, it is characterized by strong enhancement at the front of
the discharge propagating along the surface where the peak
value reaches ~75 kV/cm. The field is weak in other regions of
the domain especially those occupied by charged species where
conductivity reaches ~100 mS/m. The average propagati
propagation
velocity of the discharge is ~2 mm/ns that is consistent with
experimental observations. The resulting plasma channel
appearing after discharge bridges the gap may lead to
development of a spark causing a complete breakdown in the
system. The obtained discharge trajectory provides an insight
for the choice of characteristic path for evaluating breakdown
strength with simplified streamer criteria ba
based on
space/surface charge free field distribution.

0.05 ns

Fig. 3 Electric field (V/cm) at 10 ns after voltage application.

IV. CONCLUSION
A model of streamer discharge
ischarge in hybrid gas-solid
insulation system has been developed and implemented in
commercial software utilizing customized
custom
formulation of driftdiffusion approximation. The model
odel describes coupled charge
transport in gas and solid media as well as on interfaces
between them. Simulations
lations of streamer propagation in air in
needle-plane electrode system containing solid barrier have
demonstrated that the model is capable to reproduce discharge
development in gas and along the barrier and yields discharge
parameters (field at the front, velocity, conductivity of the
channel) consistent with results of other investigations.
investigations The
conducted study provides knowledge needed
neede for developing
design rules for hybrid high voltage insulation.
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